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Summary 
The Ionosphere, such partially ionized atmospheric region between 

~60 to +1000 km height, is typically affected by spatial and temporal 

variations, driven by Local Time (solar illumination), Latitude (magnetic 

field and solar illumination) and time (space weather, among seasonal 

and solar cycle dependence). And it can be studied by assuming the 

first order ionospheric approximation from the dual L-band frequency 

GNSS measurements. 
 

Nevertheless the Ionosphere can be affected as well by other “hidden” 

effects which are not so evident, which are going to be summarized: 
 

1) The frequent ionospheric waves (Medium Scale Travelling 

Ionospheric Disturbances). 
 

2) The daylight sudden overionization generated by Solar Flares. 
 

3) The four high order ionospheric effects affecting L-band GNSS 

measurements for very precise applications. 
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GPS and the Ionosphere 

The UV (and X) Solar radiation ionizes the region 

above 50-100 km: Ionosphere (to 1000 km) and 

Protonosphere/Plasmasphere (above 1000 km). 

The GPS signals are affected by the 

free electrons: carrier phase advance 

and code/pseudorange delays. 
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GPS signal is very 
sensitive to free 
electron distribution, 
which reacts to the EM 
field, oscilating and 
generating a secondary 
EM wave which 
overimposes and 
changes the velocity of 
the GPS signals (main 
iono. effect on GPS 
code and phase). 
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GNSS+ IGS: Global Iono. scanner 

“Ionoscope” 

Worldwide scanner of the Ionosphere that can be used to monitor the Space 

Weather signatures on VTEC, such as Storm Enhanced Densities (SED), X-Flares, 

Scintillation, TIDs.  

Low orbiting GPS receivers (CHAMP, SAC-C…) are also available adding 3D 

estimation capability (electron density) with great vertical resolution. 

GPS+ IGS 

Sat.     Rec. 
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Vertical and Horizontal electron content distribution 

 Global vertical TEC map computed 

from ~100 GPS dual frequency 

receivers (units: 0.1 TECU) 

 Electron 

density (Ne) 

profile 

computed 

from LEO 

GPS data 

(units: Te-

/m**3) 

•Typical horizontal distribution: Maximum values at both sides 

of the geomagnetic equator (equatorial anomalies), correlated 

with the Sun position as well.  
 

•Typical vertical distribution: Maximum density height at 200-

400 km (or higher during the night) with maximum electron 

densities of 1011- 1012 e-/m3 (lower in the night). 
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Comparison of Global Ionosphere VTEC maps Example: 

Ionosphere 

VTEC (day 

173, 2004, 

mid-low part 

of Solar 

Cycle). 

Last spring eq. 

Ionosphere (day 

80, 2004). Spring around 

the Solar Max 

(day 80, 2002). 

IGS Final Ionosphere ionex files at 

ftp://cddisa.gsfc.nasa.gov/gps/products/ionex/ 

You can find more details at the Position Paper (IGS Tech. 

Meeting, Bern, March 2004)  

ftp://cddisa.gsfc.nasa.gov/gps/products/ionex/
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1 - Medium Scale 

Travelling Ionospheric 

Disturbances (MSTIDs): 

The frequent 

ionospheric waves 

affecting precise GNSS 

positioning  
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Local 
Time 
(hours) 

Time referred to 2002 (days) 

Jan.’02 Dec.‘02 

12LT 

00LT 

24LT 

Jul.‘02 

Ionospheric interp. Performance (fraction STEC with errors below 0.25 TECu) Ionospheric interp. Performance (fraction STEC with errors below 0.25 TECu) 

Simple Ionospheric interpolation error vs. 

MSTIDs occurence (baseline~70km, BELL-MNTC) 

The correlation 
between poor 
ionospheric 
performance and 
MSTID occurence 
can be seen: winter-
daytime & summer-
nighttime. 
This result carried 
us to characterize 
the MSTIDs as a 
previous step of a 
real-time model. 

TID occurence (from 0 to 1) 

Catalonia, 
NE Spain Noon in Winter 

Night in Summer 
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The real-time differential delay model for 

mitigating MSTIDs (DMTID) 

In few words: DMTID consists on correcting the MSTID user state  

(red pierce point) by the values experienced before by a reference site 

(yellow pierce point), considering a delay ∆t given by a planar wave 

model, feed with the propagation parameters summarized above.  
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The DMTID positive impact on ambiguity fixing rate is also clear (blue line), compared to 

simply applying a more local or less ionospheric interpolation, in green and red lines:  

The L1 ambiguity success rate is maintained equal or greater than 80%. (receiver LLIV 

treated as rover in a 127 km baseline, day 048, 2005).  
 

Ambiguity fixing improvement using DMTID   
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-The ionospheric waves (MSTIDs), with amplitudes up to 

few TECUs, velocities of few hundreds of meters per 

second (and wavelenghts of 50-350 km and periods of 800-

1600 s) there exists at mid, high and also low latitudes, and 

happens very frequently on a seasonal basis: 

 *Daytime, equatorward, on local fall and  winter  seasons. 

 *Nightime (preferable before midnight),  westward, on 

local spring and summer seasons. 

- It affects the precise differential positioning (RTK, WARTK, 

etc...). 

- The application of a simple MSTID climatic model can 

improve significantly the results, multipliying up to 2.5 times 

(from 30% to +80%) the success of carrier phase ambiguity 

fixing rate. 

1 - Medium Scale Travelling Ionospheric 

Disturbances (MSTIDs): CONCLUSIONS 
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2 - The daylight 

hemisphere sudden 

overionization generated 

by Solar Flares:  

How GNSS becomes an 

observing instrument of 

solar EUV rate 
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Detection of large Solar X-flares in terms of Global and 

sudden STEC increase in the daylit hemisp. (28Oct03) 

1120UT 

1040UT 

 Sudden TEC increase of 10+ TECU experienced in the daytime hemisphere due 
to the arrival of a Solar X-flare X-rays/UV extra radiation (event during 28 Oct. 
2003, 11UT approx, preceding superstorms) clearly seen by GPS receivers. 

1103UT 
1112UT 
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Overionization model: First 

principles, GPS… and GSFLAI 

Halloween X-

class SF 

snapshot: the 

regresion line 

slope (GSFLAI) 

reacts well. 

 

During the 

Halloween 

geomagnetic 

storm snapshot  

GSFLAI is not 

affected (only 

sensistivy to  

solar-zenithal 

angle dependence 

associated to 

sudden global 

overionization….) 

GSFLAI>0 

The Vertical Total Electron Content 

rate is mostly proportional to the 

rate of the overionizing EUV energy, 

which should be linear with the 

cosinus of solar-zenith angle under 

sudden increases (no transport…) 

The Vertical Total Electron Content rate can be derived, 

from worldwide distributed stations, at different solar-

zenithal angles in a simple and very accurate way from 

dual-frequency carrier phase GPS observations. 

GSFLAI=0 
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GSFLAI is a good proxy of direct EUV rate 

meas., also for M- and C-class Solar Flares 
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The GSFLAI is a proxy of EUV flux rate: 

comparing with direct spaceborne meas. 
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The Solar Flare location distance to the disc 

center (proximity to limb) matters....  

X17.2 class Solar Flare, 

but far from the limb 

X28.0 class Solar Flare, 

but far from the Solar 

Disc, i.e. close to the 

limb. 

After applying a simple extinction law from 

Solar disc distance, a relationship of 

GSFLAI with GOES X-ray based 

classification is disclosed, making feasible 

its usage as geophysical index (a potential 

proxy of GOES classification...). 
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GSFLAI is immune to prompt particle 

contamination like relativistic electrons, 

affecting direct space-based measurements... 

The particle contamination in the direct EUV flux 

readings (SEM measurements in green and its 

rate in red) can make difficult the detection of  

consecutive Solar Flares.  

 

This does not happen by using GSFLAI 

(computed at 30 seconds in this case), due to 

the requirement of the fulfillment of a solar-

zenithal angle dependence for any perturbation 

to be considered as a solar related one. 
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Distribution of 

GSFLAI @ 30 sec. 

during last Solar 

Cycle: day 164, 2001 

to 280, 2012. 

Solar Cycle minimum: 

No important Solar 

Flares during ~ 1000 

days, between 2008 

and 2010. 

In this period the GSFLAI @ 30 

sec has been computed in real-

time in the context of the UPC 

contribution to MONITOR ESA 

funded project. 

Adopted threshold of 0.025 TECU 

in GSFLAI @ 30sec 
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SISTED: The Solar Flare indicator based in 

similar principles than GSFLAI 
GSFLAI is complemented with 

a new associated detection 

algorithm, the Sunlit 

Ionosphere Sudden TEC 

Enhancement Detector 

(SISTED), based on the same 

physical foundations. It shows 

reliable detection performance 

of 94% of X-class solar flares 

during more than half solar 

cycle (and 65% for M-class 

flares). 

 

All the non-detected 6% of X-

class solar flares, with solar 

disc location information, fall 

on the solar limb, in a 

consistent way with the 

associated dimming of the 

geoeffective solar EUV flux. 
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2 - The daylight hemisphere sudden 

overionization generated by Solar 

Flares: Conclusions 

•- The solar-zenithal gradient of the ionospheric electron content increase (GSFLAI), 
measured from a global network of GPS receivers, performs as an accurate high rate proxy of 
EUV photons flux increase during solar flares. 
 

•- Beyond the higher temporal resolution (1 Hz), GSFLAI has other advantages 
complementing the space probe measurements: It is not contaminated by the solar rapid 
particles, and there is no need for extra investment to have a continuous monitoring thanks 
to the existing permanent global GPS network. 
 

•- GSFLAI clearly appears to be also related, for the stronger solar flares, with the X-ray 
GOES intensity when the Solar limb-to-center deprojection is considered, consistently with 
the much higher EUV solar extinction than X-rays.  
 

•- The extension of the GNSS solar EUV variability proxy to a whole solar cycle, adapted in 
terms of 30-seconds rate data to the large volume of measurements analyzed (GSFLAI30 
indicator) –and to RT implementation- has been shown. 
 

•- The associated SF detector, SISTED, enables 100% successful detection for all the X-class 
flares during 2000-2006 with registered location far from the limb.  
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3 - The four high order 

ionospheric effects 

affecting L-band GNSS 

measurements for very 

precise applications:  

Which ones, and how to 

correct/mitigate them. 
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Problem 
• High precision positioning and time transfer are 

required by a large number of scientific applications 
(seismic ground deformations, sea level monitoring, land survey 

applications –sub-cm error level-, monitoring of stable atomic 

frequency standards (sub–ns precision).  
 

• Differential GNSS is presently the best tool to reach 

these precisions, as it removes the majority of the errors.  
 

• However, a dense GNSS observation network is needed 

(not fulfilled for many locations, e.g. Pacific, Africa).  
 

• Alternative: Precise Point Positioning. 
 

• But PPP requires correcting signal delays at the 

highest level of precision, including high order 

ionospheric effects.  
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ESA IONO-DeCo act. goal & approach 

 • ESA funded project (involving UPC, ROB and the former 

company gAGE-NAV), to design an optimal strategy 

to remove high order ionospheric signal delays from 

GNSS measurements. 

• Two  approaches have been studied: 

– Combination of three frequency L-band signals, such 

as those of Galileo and modernized GPS actual 

signals (too noisy! as we will show). 

– Correction modelling from electron density and 

geomagnetic models (assessed with climatic data in 

Solar Max: IRI2012 and IGRF11):  

– We will show that it is feasible: shown at range 

domain level and at geodetic domain level (by using 

realistic geometries of global networks and GNSS receivers). 

– We will focus on the UPC-IonSAT results. 
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High order iono.:  straight line approx. 
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The carrier phase Lf at freq.f, can be expressed in terms of: 

- non-dispersive term ρ* (geometric distance, receiver and 
transmitter clock errors, tropospheric delay, relativistic 
correction…),  

- Ambiguity Bf (the unknown initial pseudorange at locking time 
plus intefrequency phase bias),  

- wind-up ϕ  

- first, second and third order iono. terms (I1, I2 and I3) , in the 
straight line approximation (99%, 0.02% and 0.001% in Solar max. 
quiet conditions, IERS Conv.2010): 
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Ne: Density of number of 
free electrons 

B: Magnetic field modulus 

Θ: line-of-sight / Magnetic 
Field angle 

f: frequency of the signal 

Integral: extended to line-
of-sight 
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High order iono. terms: bending terms 

Two main bending terms affect to GNSS signals, e.g. to first-
order iono. free linear combination Lc (Pc): 
 

 - The geometric bending itself, due to the refractivity 
gradients of both L1 and L2 signals, modulated on close L-band 
frequencies (1575.42 MHz and 1227.60 MHz). 

 

 

 

 
 

 - The  dSTEC bending, i.e. the Lc (Pc) term due to the 
difference in STEC found in the two slightly different bent paths 
of L1 and L2 signals. 
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Ray tracing results from  

Jakowski et al. 1994 

Hoque & Jakowski 2006-2007 
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I2 term / meters: elev 10 deg(N,E,S,W) 

North 

South 

East West 

Grid of virtual receivers (red cloud) and virtual satellites (green). The virtual satellites (in 
magenta) seen from a given receiver (blue) are also shown (: at 10, 30 and 60 deg of elevation 

and 0, 90, 180 and 270 deg of azimuth) 

-12 to 2 mm 

-4 to 16 mm 

-6 to 8 mm -6 to 8 mm 
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Feasibility of second order 

ionospheric term 

cancellation by combining 

three-frequency signals 
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Increase of noise comb. 3-freq. obs 

Non-dispersive term 

(distance, clocks…) 

after cancelling I1 & I2 

with 3-freq. obs. 

Non-dispersive term after 

cancelling I1 (with “Lc”) 

 with 2-freq. obs. 

I2+ term after 

cancelling I1 & 

non-dispersive 

term (w. 3-f.obs.) 

L-band 

only 

Diff. 

freq. 

bands 
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• Experiment to confirm the huge increase of noise in 

three-frequency L-band GNSS data combination: to 

isolate I2 term. 

• 1-Hz recent modernized GPS data (L1, L2 & L5) have 

been used: IGS receiver WUH2, days 298 and 296 of 

year 2011. 

• An implicit carrier phase multipath and antenna phase 

diagram error mitigation has been applied by sidereal 

day diff. filtering. 

• Local midnight conditions have been selected to make 

more evident the noise increase (small I1 and I2=0 

expected). 

• We first compute I1, I2 (I2 effect for Lc in this context) 

for these two days, from the three-frequency 

combination, and then the sidereal-day diff. is taken...  

 

 

Observing 3-freq. comb. noise increase(1) 
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I1, dI1 (sidereal-day difference), I2 and dI2 (sidereal-day difference) effect comparison 

for day of year 298 and, approx., two sidereal days earlier, i.e. 296, 2011. 

The peaks in dI2 are not related at all with the actual I2 value, because their variations 

are much greater than the I1 variations (LI curves): they appear associated to the 

remaining residual multipath (looking at LI…).  The dI2 noise, peak-to-peak is the level 

of up to +15 cm, compatible with theoretical expectations (~30 times noise of L1). 

Observing 3-freq. comb. noise increase(2) 
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Ionospheric higher order 

correction from electron 

density and geomagnetic 

models  
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Realistic assesment of I2+ impact 

• Characteristic I2+ terms in Solar Maximum conditions are generated 
with climatic iono. model “International Reference Ionosphere 2012” 
(IRI2012, maximum driven parameters in last 55 yr for March 1958, 
RZ12 = 201.3 &IG12 = 165.6) and the “International Geomagnetic 
Reference Field” (IGRF11). 

• The actual geometry  from actual IGS stations and actual GPS 
satellites and observations, has been adopted as well (44 receivers). 

• The previous expresions of straight-line and bending I2+ effects 
have been used, and its approximations to assess both, the I2+ term 
and modelling error impact on precise geodetic GNSS products.  
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I2+ GNSS geodetic impact 

The impact on GNSS geodetic estimation has been done 

by using in particular The Gipsy-Oasis software, for GNSS 

network processing  of zero-difference observations in a 

non-fiducial approach. 
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Impact of I2+ terms and their 

respective corrections 

Effect on estimated parameters with GIPSY in global network processing 

(range defined by bias -/+ standard deviation; from 2nd  to 6th columns).  

 

After overall correction, the overall impact is significantly reduced in all the 

geodetic products (below 4 mm-level) 

 

Note: Red values between 1 and 10 mm, Red, bold and underlined numbers: values 

greater or equal to 10 mm ( [*] = removing PRN27). 

Term 

Z-Sat.Coor. 

GIPSY 

(mm) 

Sat. clocks 

GIPSY 

(ps) 

Rec. pos. 

GIPSY 

(mm) 

Rec.clocks 

GIPSY 

(ps) 

Zpd 

GIPSY 

(mm) 

All -5 to 8 -31 to 32 -1.6 to 2.6 -14 to 14 -0.2 to 1.1 

All corrected -4 to 1 -7 to 5 -0.4 to 0.3 -4 to 1 -0.1 to 0.7 
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Quite vs. major storm conditions (simulated with 

STORM module of IRI2012):  

I2 @ 90 deg elevation 

• I2 ranges from -5 to +6mm in major storm 
conditions (Dst=-450 nT, day 324, 2003), in front of 
corresponding quiet time values of -2 to +2.5mm. 

• I2 gradients higher than 5 mm / 1000 km  can 
appear in large storm conditions. 

I2@90ºSTORM: -5 to 6 mm I2@90ºQUIET: -2 to 2 mm 
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3- The four high order ionospheric effects 

affecting L-band GNSS measurements for 

very precise applications: CONCLUSIONS 
- Observations confirm theoretical expectations: L-band three-frequency 

(I1+I2)-free combination is not useful to cancel-out I2 effect for high precise 

GNSS applications due to the augmented errors (x20). 
 

- Thus the modelling approach is the one considered feasible and useful for 

I2+ correction / mitigation. 
 

- A deep analysis of I2+ value and mitigation error impact on GNSS precise 

network during high solar max quiet conditions has been done with actual 

geometry and realistic values. 
 

- It is shown that the modelling of I2+ can mitigate very well the I2+ signature 

in GNSS precise geodetic products and uses (below few mm & 1 mm resp.). 
 

- I2 gradients of +5mm/1000km can appear under strong geomagnetic 

storms (the impact on geodetic impact can be assesed as well in future 

work). 
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Higher order ionospheric modelling 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

• I2 can be mitigated by modelling it with the integral approximation but 

avoiding the problems of VTEC projection (mapping function) if possible: 

by using STEC from LI aligned to PI or TEC global map: the error is 

reduced additionally ~50%, with submillimeter residual effect on receiver 

coordinates, geocenter Z-offset, and 1mm-level for clocks. 

• It is convenient to model the dSTEC bending effect (besides geometric 

bending, they have different sign) if possible for network solution receiver 

coordinates, and specially receiver and satellite clocks to get a further 

reduction of up to ~40% of error, regarding to I2 effect.  

• It is confirmed that it is better not correcting both geo. and dSTEC 

bending (with diff. signs) than just one of them. 

• The I2 impact is similar to the I2+ one (~more than 80% ident.), excepting 

for the tropo. est. (bending influence). 

• Moreover the zenith non-hydrostatic estimation is benefitted from 

bending mitigation (up to 1 mm of effect). 
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Three “hidden” ionospheric effects, which are not typically considered, have been 

summarized in this work: 

 

1- The most frequent ionospheric waves (Medium Scale Travelling Ionospheric 

Disturbances, MSTIDs) which can degrade the precise GNSS positioning in case it 

is not modelled [Hernández‐Pajares, M., Juan, J. M., Sanz, J., & Aragón‐Àngel, A. (2012). 

Propagation of medium scale traveling ionospheric disturbances at different latitudes and solar 

cycle conditions. Radio Science, 47(4)] 

 

2- The sudden ionospheric overionization due to Solar Flares, which can be 

modelled providing and independent, indirect but accurate proxy of the Solar EUV 

flux rate [Hernández-Pajares, M., A. García-Rigo, J. M. Juan, J. Sanz, E. Monte, and A. 

Aragón-Àngel (2012), GNSS measurement of EUV photons flux rate during strong and mid 

solar flares, Space Weather, 10, S12001, doi:10.1029/2012SW000826.]  

 

3- The four kind of higher order ionospheric terms affecting the very precise 

applications of GNSS observations in L-band, which can be properly mitigated with 

approximate models [Hernández‐Pajares, M., Aragón‐Ángel, À., Defraigne, P., Bergeot, N., 

Prieto‐Cerdeira, R., & García‐Rigo, A. (2014). Distribution and mitigation of higher‐order 

ionospheric effects on precise GNSS processing. Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid 

Earth, 119(4), 3823-3837.] 

 

 

FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

THANK YOU! 


